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Abstract15

Previously it has been theorized that differential functioning of the locus16

coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system affects people’s ability to regulate arousal, which17

has impacts on cognitive abilities. In the present study, we investigated three potential18

mechanisms by which the LC-NE system can fail to regulate arousal appropriately:19

hypoarousal, hyperarousal, and dysregulation of arousal. Each of these three could20

potentially account for why arousal affects cognition. To test the contributions of these three21

mechanisms, the present study examined individual differences in working memory capacity22

(WMC) and the regulation of arousal using pupillometry. Participants completed multiple23

complex span and visual arrays change-detection measures of WMC. An eye-tracker recorded24

pupil diameter as participants completed the visual arrays tasks. We found rather mixed25

evidence for the three mechanisms. Arousal dysregulation correlated with lower visual arrays26

performance and more self-reported attentional lapses. However arousal regulation did not27

correlate with complex span performance. There was also some evidence for hypoarousal as28

an explanatory mechanism, as arousal correlated with attentional lapses. We discuss the29

implications of the results for theories regarding the role of arousal regulation in cognitive30

performance and individual differences in cognitive abilities.31

Keywords: working memory capacity; attention control; arousal; locus coeruleus;32

norepinephrine33
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Individual differences in working memory capacity and the regulation of arousal34

Working memory capacity (WMC), the ability to maintain, manipulate, and retrieve35

goal-relevant information, is a core cognitive construct. Decades of research have reinforced36

this idea, demonstrating that individual differences in WMC correlate with important37

outcomes like fluid intelligence (Conway, Cowan, Bunting, Therriault, & Minkoff, 2002;38

Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999; Kane et al., 2004; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990),39

reading comprehension (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; McVay & Kane, 2012b; Unsworth &40

McMillan, 2013), learning (Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990; Unsworth & Engle, 2005), and41

academic aptitude tests (Engle et al., 1999; Unsworth et al., 2012a, 2012b). A great deal of42

research has investigated precisely why WMC predicts such a wide variety of outcomes.43

According the executive-attention account of WMC, the predictive power of WMC derives44

from its substantial overlap with attention control (Engle & Kane, 2004; Kane, Bleckley,45

Conway, & Engle, 2001; Kane & Engle, 2002). Here, attention control is conceptualized as46

the set of processes that allow for the selection and activation of task goals and selection of47

task-relevant information in the presence of internally and externally distracting sources of48

information. Thus, WMC predicts outcomes (e.g., reading comprehension) because both49

WMC and the respective outcomes require a certain degree of attention control in order to50

perform such tasks well.51

Another conceptualization of WMC is the sheer amount of information that individuals52

can maintain in a prioritized state (Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel, 1997). This account holds53

that people with high WMC tend to demonstrate greater cognitive performance because they54

can manage more information at one time (e.g., Fukuda, Vogel, Mayr, & Awh, 2010; Cowan55

et al., 2005). Subsequent theories have argued that WMC is a constellation of attention56

control, short-term memory capacity, and controlled retrieval from long-term memory57

(Shipstead, Harrison, & Engle, 2015; Shipstead, Lindsey, Marshall, & Engle, 2014; Shipstead,58

Redick, Hicks, & Engle, 2012; Unsworth, 2016; Unsworth & Engle, 2007a, 2007b; Unsworth59
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et al., 2014), and each of these abilities separately account for the shared variance between60

WMC and higher-order cognition (e.g., fluid intelligence). These lines of research have61

focused heavily on cognitive mechanisms which account for WMC-related differences in62

behavior. But aside from cognitive mechanisms, another set of important and unanswered63

question remains. Given there is such substantial variation in WMC even among relatively64

healthy adults, where does this variation come from? At the level of neural mechanisms,65

what causes some people to have higher WMC than others?66

One prominent theory is that variation in WMC derives from differences in the67

functioning of the prefrontal cortex, specifically the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC).68

Drawing upon an impressive array of research involving human and animal lesion studies,69

individual differences investigations, and human neuroimaging work, Kane and Engle (2002)70

showed that the DLPFC is especially active during tasks that require the putative cognitive71

mechanisms required by the working memory system. Further, damage to this area or72

temporary inactivation by external agents inhibits an organism’s ability to perform such73

operations. Thus, Kane and Engle (2002) theorize that the relative functioning of the74

DLPFC underlies individual differences in WMC and attention control.75

Recently, Unsworth and Robison (2017a) proposed a different neural mechanism:76

dysregulation of the locus coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system. The LC is a brainstem77

nucleus whose neurons release the majority of cortical NE (Berridge & Waterhouse, 2003). It78

has dense projections into most of cortex, and it has both afferent and efferent connections79

with areas that have theoretical roles for attention and working memory (e.g., PFC).80

Historically, it has been argued that the LC has a general role in promoting wakefulness,81

alertness, and arousal, but more recently is has been shown that the LC has more specific82

functional connections (see Berridge & Waterhouse, 2003; Samuels & Szabadi, 2008; Szabadi,83

2013 for reviews).84

Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005)’s influential Adaptive Gain Theory of the LC-NE85
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system argues for a rather specific role of the LC in regulating attention. Aston-Jones and86

Cohen note that the LC exhibits two modes of firing. The first is a slow, rhythmic firing (1 –87

3 Hz) that presumably regulates a level of tonic arousal in the organism. The second is a88

rapid, phasic burst of firing in response to the perception of a goal-relevant stimulus in the89

environment. Importantly, there is an interdependence between these two aspects of activity.90

When tonic firing is low, the organism is in a hypoaroused, drowsy state, and the system91

does not demonstrate marked phasic firing to nearly any stimulus. At an intermediate level92

of tonic firing, phasic firing is highest and most selective. Thus, during goal-directed93

behavior, it is often optimal for the organism to be in this mode, which Aston-Jones and94

Cohen call the “exploitative” mode. The organism selectively processes relevant stimuli in95

order to achieve some goal (e.g., detect prey, avoid predators, earn rewards). At even higher96

levels of tonic activity, the organism is in a hyperaroused, overactive state. The system97

responds to stimuli rather indiscriminately. In some cases, this can be advantageous.98

Aston-Jones and Cohen refer to this mode as “explorative.” It can allow the organism to seek99

new environments and possibilities for rewards. However when there is a specific goal,100

hyperarousal can be harmful. Thus, there is a trade-off between exploration and exploitation,101

and the system must adapt to the situation in order to match tonic activity with the102

environmental and situational demands.103

Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005) argue that the functional consequence of phasic firing of104

the LC is to release NE into the cortical regions responsible for the goal-relevant105

computation. NE has a gain-modulating role on target cortical neurons. It enhances firing106

among neurons that code for goal-relevant stimuli and inhibits firing among neurons that107

code for irrelevant stimuli, thus increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. So in a way, the LC-NE108

system directs attention and target cortical regions implement it.109

The LC-NE account of individual differences in WMC draws upon many of the110

assumptions and theoretical mechanisms proposed by Aston-Jones and Cohen. Additionally,111
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it draws upon work on large-scale brain networks, specifically the fronto-parietal control112

network (FPN), the salience network (SN), and the default-mode network (DMN). As the113

name suggests, the FPN is a collection of cortical areas that are particularly active during a114

wide variety of cognitively-demanding tasks that require maintenance of task goals in the115

presence of interference and distraction (Cohen, Aston-Jones, & Gilzenrat, 2004; Corbetta &116

Shulman, 2002; Dosenbach, Fair, Cohen, Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2008; Fox et al., 2005; Miller117

& Cohen, 2001; Petersen & Posner, 2012; Vincent, Kahn, Snyder, Raichle, & Buckner, 2008).118

The default-mode network (DMN) consists of a broad collection of brain regions, including119

the medial prefrontal cortex, lateral frontal cortex, medial parietal cortex, medial temporal120

lobe, and lateral temporal cortex. Of note is the fact that the DMN becomes particularly121

active during periods of internally-directed cognition, such as mind-wandering and122

autobiographical retrieval (Andrews-Hanna, Smallwood, & Spreng, 2014; Raichle et al.,123

2001). Thus when the task calls for internally-directed cognition, the DMN and FPN work in124

concert. But during effective execution of externally-directed tasks requiring attention125

control, the FPN and DMN are anticorrelated (Konishi, McLaren, Engen, & Smallwood,126

2015; Smallwood et al., 2013; Spreng et al., 2014; Vatansever, Menon, Manktelow, Sahakian,127

& Stamatakis, 2015). The salience network (SN) comprises the dorsal anterior cingulate128

cortex and the frontal operculum/anterior insula cortex. Theoretically, the SN is responsible129

for identifying motivationally salient and goal-relevant stimuli (Menon & Uddin, 2010; Seeley130

et al., 2007). Importantly, one if its functions appears to be the marking of stimuli for131

further processing by other cortical regions (e.g., the FPN) while disengaging cortical regions132

that process goal-irrelevant information (e.g., the DMN).133

The theory posits a role of the LC in the functional relationship of these large-scale134

networks. Specifically, it argues that consistent and appropriate release of NE from the LC135

activates the FPN and deactivates the DMN so task-relevant computations can be performed136

without interference. When the SN detects an error or a particularly slow response, it sends137

a signal to the LC to adjust tonic activity accordingly. Unsworth and Robison propose that138
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one source of variation in WMC is thus a breakdown of this system. When the system does139

not function optimally, the LC does not regulate arousal levels properly. States of hypo- or140

hyperarousal allow the DMN to become active, resulting in attentional lapses. Evidence for141

the theory comes from both behavioral and physiological measures.142

Behaviorally, people with low WMC tend to experience more attentional lapses during143

tasks that require a consistent allocation of attention. Indeed this is one of the central144

aspects of the executive-attention account of WMC. For example, during simple reaction145

time tasks, high- and low-WMC participants perform equally on the majority of trials.146

However, people with low-WMC tend to experience occasional trials where they respond147

particularly slowly (Unsworth, Redick, Lakey, & Young, 2010). Similar results are found148

with choice reaction time tasks, as the relationships between WMC and speed are largest for149

the slowest trials (Schmiedek, Oberauer, Wilhelm, Süß, & Wittmann, 2007). Theoretically,150

these instances reflect lapses of attention. Furthermore, a growing literature has151

demonstrated that people with relatively low WMC tend to report more attentional lapses in152

the form of mind-wandering and distraction, especially during cognitively-demanding tasks153

(Kane et al., 2007, 2016; McVay & Kane, 2012b, 2012a; M. K. Robison et al., 2017; Robison154

& Unsworth, 2015; M. K. Robison & Unsworth, 2018; Unsworth & McMillan, 2013, 2014).155

Thus, there is converging evidence that one central aspect of WMC-related variation is the156

ability to consistently apply attention toward externally-directed tasks. Unsworth and157

Robison argue that this variation arises because of a breakdown in the LC-NE system’s158

ability to keep a person in an intermediate state of arousal. As described earlier,159

Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005) argue that both hyper- and hypoarousal can cause160

indiscriminate or very little overall responding to stimuli, respectively. Thus, when people161

cannot maintain a consistent level of tonic arousal, they will experience attentional lapses162

(e.g., mind-wandering and distraction), and thus experience poor cognitive performance.163

For reasons that are still not entirely mapped out, pupil diameter can be used as a164
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close temporal correlate of the firing of LC neurons. Decades of research using direct165

recordings from animals, including non-human primates, has demonstrated this link166

(Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Eldar, Cohen, & Niv, 2013; Gilzenrat, Nieuwenhuis, Jepma, &167

Cohen, 2010; Joshi, Li, Kalwani, & Gold, 2016; Samuels & Szabadi, 2008; Varazzani,168

San-Galli, Gilardeau, & Bouret, 2015). Importantly, pupil diameter can be used to measure169

both tonic and phasic activity of the LC. In the present study, we leverage this connection170

by using pupil diameter as an indirect measure of tonic activity in the LC (i.e., arousal). Our171

primary dependent measure was pretrial pupil diameter, which presumably reflects a172

momentary state of arousal. From this trial-by-trial measure, we examined mean levels of173

arousal and intraindividual variability in arousal.174

The LC-NE account makes several predictions regarding individual differences in task175

performance, self-reporting of attentional lapses, and pupillary measures. First, it makes the176

prediction that individuals with low WMC will show worse performance on tasks that177

require a consistent allocation of externally-directed attention toward a goal. Second, it178

makes the prediction that participants with low WMC will report more attentional lapses179

(e.g., mind-wandering, external distraction) during such tasks. Third, it makes the prediction180

that people with low WMC will experience more fluctuations in arousal (i.e., higher181

intraindividual variability) during such tasks. Fourth, it makes the prediction that low WMC182

people will exhibit lower task-evoked (i.e., phasic) pupillary responses, on average.183

In prior work, Unsworth and Robison have found evidence for these relationships. In184

one study, Unsworth and Robison (2015) examined pretrial and phasic pupillary measures185

while participants completed a visual arrays task. Participants who performed well on the186

visual arrays task exhibited more variability in pretrial pupil diameter and greater phasic187

responses. Mean pretrial pupil diameter did not correlate with WMC (k estimate from the188

visual arrays task). Variability in arousal and average phasic responding both accounted for189

significant portions of variance in k, suggesting these are dissociable individual differences190
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that both have implications for WMC. In a second study, participants in several different191

experiments completed various versions of visual arrays tasks (Unsworth & Robison, 2018).192

Although the individual experiments did not have enough participants for an adequate193

analysis of individual differences, Unsworth and Robison combined data across experiments194

to do so. They estimated k for each participant based on their performance on the tasks.195

Then, they examined correlations between k and changes in phasic pupillary responses as a196

function of set size. High-k individuals showed larger changes in phasic pupil responses as set197

size increased. In a third study, Robison and Unsworth examined pupillary measures during198

the course of a visual arrays task in three experiments (Robison & Unsworth, 2019). Again,199

they did not have sufficient power to examine individual differences in each individual200

experiment. But combining data across experiments, they examined correlations among k,201

pretrial pupil diameter, and phasic pupillary responses. High-k participants exhibited less202

variability in pretrial pupil diameter, greater overall phasic pupillary responses, and less203

variability in phasic pupillary responses. Mean pretrial pupil diameter did not correlate with204

k. In a fourth study, participants completed a battery of complex span working memory and205

attention control tasks during a single laboratory session (Unsworth & Robison, 2017b).206

They measured pupil diameter while participants completed the attention control tasks.207

Using confirmatory factor analysis, they derived latent variables for WMC, attention control,208

average tonic arousal, variability in tonic arousal, average phasic responses, and variability in209

phasic responses. WMC positively correlated with attention control and negatively210

correlated with attentional lapses, average pretrial pupil diameter, and variability in pretrial211

pupil diameter. Further, WMC negatively correlated with variability in phasic pupillary212

responses (but not average phasic responses).213

Other researchers have also investigated the link between pupil measures and WMC.214

For example, Heitz, Schrock, Payne, and Engle (2008) measured pupil diameter for high- and215

low-WMC participants. The high-WMC participants (upper quartile of distribution) had216

larger pre-experimental pupil diameters and higher baseline pupil diameter across trials than217
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low-WMC participants (lower quartile of distribution). Even after an incentivization218

manipulation, low-WMC participants showed smaller pupil diameters than their high-WMC219

counterparts. In a recent study, Tsukahara, Harrison, and Engle (2016) examined220

relationships between baseline (pre-experimental and pretrial) pupil diameter and WMC.221

Across several experiments, Tsukahara et al. observed significant differences between high-222

and low-WMC individuals, as well as people who differed in fluid intelligence, in pupil223

diameter. They interpreted their findings to indicate that people vary in cognitive ability224

because of differences in the functional organization of the resting-state brain arising from225

the neuromodulatory role of the LC-NE system. Specifically, they argue that a disruption of226

the functional connectivity between the LC, the DMN, and FPN is one cause of poor227

cognitive performance during situations that require an external allocation of attention (e.g.,228

WMC and fluid intelligence tasks). Although Tsukahara et al. (2016) do not make this229

specific claim, this finding would be consistent with people low in cognitive ability being230

relatively hypoaroused (see also Heitz et al., 2008).231

Another possibility is that low-WMC individuals tend to be hyperaroused. Via this232

explanation, low-WMC individuals’ higher arousal leads to lapses of attention, and their233

cognitive performance suffers as a consequence. If this is the case, we should observe a234

negative correlation between WMC and pretrial pupil diameter. In their latent variable235

analysis, Unsworth and Robison (2017b) observed a negative correlation between mean236

baseline pupil diameter and WMC. So there is some evidence for this account. Finally, the237

LC-NE account of WMC discussed above (Unsworth & Robison, 2017a) argues that238

dysregulation of arousal is the major factor linking LC-NE system functioning to cognitive239

ability. The hypoarousal and hyperarousal accounts are not necessarily mutually exclusive240

with the dysregulation account. That is, it is possible that low-WMC individuals tend to be241

hypoaroused (or hyperaroused) and experience more volatility in arousal. Using structural242

equation modeling, we will be able to test for these possibilities. Table 1 summarizes the243

predictions that each plausible mechanism makes for the present study, and Figure 1 shows a244
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graphical depiction of the hypotheses.245

The present study246

In many ways, the present study was designed as a follow-up and extension to247

Unsworth and Robison (2017b). In that study, Unsworth and Robison (2017b) measured248

WMC and attention control with a battery of tasks. During the attention control tasks, they249

recorded pupil diameter to measure both tonic (pretrial) and phasic (task-evoked) arousal.250

They also added thought probes to the attention control tasks to measure subjective states251

of inattention (e.g., mind-wandering and external distraction). Importantly, the pupil and252

thought probe measures were all collected during the attention control tasks. Here, we253

wanted to assess whether the pattern of findings would hold if the same measures were254

included during tasks that are designed to measure WMC. Unsworth and Robison (2017b)255

used three complex span tasks to measure WMC. There are several elements of complex256

span tasks that make it difficult to measure and interpret pupil and thought probe data257

during them. First, “trials” consist of lists that alternate between encoding of memoranda258

and a distractor task. Thus, any task-evoked pupillary responses will be heavily influenced259

by changes in luminance across screens and list items. Second, there are relatively fewer260

trials in which something like pretrial pupil diameter can be measured. Third, inserting261

thought probes is not as straightforward as it is in attention control tasks because it is262

unclear exactly where these probes should be included to catch people in off-task attentional263

states. This would allow us to extend the methodology of measuring attentional lapses and264

arousal regulation during situations that primarily engage attention control (Unsworth &265

Robison, 2017b) to situations that engage an individual’s working memory system, as well.266

Thus, the present study was intended to replicate the pattern of relations observed in267

Unsworth and Robison (2017b) and extend the methodology to measuring arousal during268

working memory tasks.269
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For all these reasons, we decided to include thought probes and pupil measurement270

during visual arrays (change-detection) working memory tasks, while also measuring WMC271

with complex span tasks. Prior work has used these visual arrays tasks to examine the272

pupillary correlates of WMC, but these studies (Robison & Unsworth, 2019; Unsworth &273

Robison, 2015, 2018) had several weaknesses that we aimed to address in the present study.274

First, the prior studies used single tasks to measure WMC and they did not have275

externally-validating measures. Second, because we used single tasks, we could not assess276

whether the behavioral and pupillary measures were task-general or task-specific. Third, in277

several studies, we make the claim that variability in pupil diameter (i.e., arousal) is278

indicative of attentional lapses. However in most of those studies we did not measure such279

lapses. Thus, the current study is a combination of the latent-variable approach taken by280

Unsworth and Robison (2017b) with the pupillary approaches taken to studying working281

memory with visual arrays tasks (Robison & Unsworth, 2019; Unsworth & Robison, 2015,282

2018).283

We continuously recorded pupil diameter during the visual arrays tasks. Each of the284

visual arrays tasks took about 25 min to complete, allowing us to examine variability in285

arousal across time. Additionally, we included thought probes to measure attentional lapses286

throughout the visual arrays tasks. For the reasons described above, we only included287

thought probes and measured pupil diameter during the visual arrays tasks. For each288

participant and for each task, we computed mean pretrial pupil diameter (in millimeters)289

and the coefficient of variation (CoV) in pretrial pupil diameter. Then, we used confirmatory290

factor analysis and structural equation modeling to estimate relationships among latent291

factors representing complex span WM, visual arrays WM, average arousal, variability in292

arousal, and attentional lapses. This allowed us to accomplish several goals: 1) examine the293

relationships among WMC and pupillary indices of arousal at the latent level, 2) examine294

relationship between WMC and the tendency to experience attentional lapses, and 3) test295

predictions made by the LC-NE account of individual differences in WMC (Unsworth &296
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Robison, 2017a).297

Method298

Participants and Procedure299

A sample of 213 participants (109 women, 104 men, M age = 18.71, SDage = 1.06) from300

the human subject pool at Arizona State University completed the study in exchange for301

partial course credit. Our goal was to achieve a minimum sample size of 200 participants,302

and we used the end of the academic term as our stopping rule for data collection.303

Participants completed all the tasks within a single 2-hr session. At the beginning of the304

session, participants completed informed consent and demographics forms. Participants305

completed the tasks in the following order: color change-detection, operation span,306

orientation change-detection, symmetry span, letter change-detection, and reading span. At307

the end of the session, participants completed a computerized self-report measure of308

attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder symptoms (Kessler et al., 2005). However these data309

were collected as pilot data for a separate project, and they are not analyzed in the present310

study. All participants were treated according to the ethical principles of the American311

Psychological Association.312

Tasks313

Visual arrays.314

Color change-detection.315

In this task, participants were required to remember the colors of squares in various316

spatial locations (Luck & Vogel, 1997). Each trial began with a 2,000-ms fixation screen317

upon which a black fixation cross was centered on a light grey background. There were three318
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trial types: precue, retrocue, and neutral. On precue trials, the fixation screen was followed319

by a 250-ms blank screen, then a 250-ms directional cue (< or >), then another 250-ms320

blank screen. Then, an array of six colored squares (each 20 x 20 pixels; 1◦ visual angle)321

appeared within a 540 x 402 pixel region centered on the screen for 250 ms. The spatial322

location of items was random, with the requirement that no item appear within a 100-pixel323

distance of any other item (measured from each item’s upper-leftmost point). The colors of324

the items were sampled from a list of seven possible colors (red, blue, violet, green, yellow,325

black, or white). Colors did not repeat within a trial. On retrocue trials, the fixation screen326

was followed by a 750-ms blank screen, then the stimulus array for 250 ms. After 1,750 ms, a327

directional cue (< or >) appeared for 250 ms. The test array then appeared after another328

2,000-ms delay. On precue and retrocue trials, three items always appeared on each hemifield329

of the screen. Cues were 100% valid. On neutral trials, the fixation screen was followed by a330

750-ms blank delay, then the stimuli appeared for 250 ms, then there was a 4,000-ms delay331

before the test. On the test screens for all trial types, the stimuli reappeared with one of the332

squares surrounded by a black circle. The participant’s task was to decide whether that333

square was the same color or a different color as it had been during the first presentation of334

the array. Participants pressed a key marked “S” to indicate same or a key marked “D” to335

indicate different (the F and J keys on the keyboard, respectively). For this task and the336

other change-detection tasks, we collapsed across trial types to obtain a single accuracy337

estimate for the task which was then used as the dependent variable in all analyses.338

Participants first completed 5 practice trials of each trial type. They then completed 126339

experimental trials (42 of each trial type). Thought probes followed 16 randomly-sampled340

trials. The pre- and retrocueing manipulations were included as part of a larger individual341

differences investigation (Robison, Brewer, & Unsworth, 2020). This task took about 25342

minutes to complete. See Figure 2 for a visualization of the trial sequences. Accuracy across343

the three trial types showed a high level of internal consistency (α = 0.86), so we felt344

comfortable collapsing across trial types to obtain a single accuracy measure for the task.345
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Also, k scores (set size x [hit rate - false alarm rate]) highly correlated with the accuracy346

measure (r = 0.85). So we believe these two ways of scoring the data indicated largely the347

same individual difference.348

Orientation change-detection.349

In this task, participants were required to remember the orientations of colored bars in350

various spatial locations (Vogel, McCollough, & Machizawa, 2005). The task included three351

randomly interleaved trial types: neutral trials, precue trials, and retrocue trials. Each trial352

began with a 2,000-ms fixation screen upon which a black fixation cross was centered on a353

light grey background. On precue trials, the fixation screen was followed by a 250-ms blank354

screen, then a 250-ms cue (“blue” in blue font or “red” in red font) centered on the screen.355

After another 250-ms blank screen, the stimuli appeared. In the neutral and retrocue trials,356

the prestimulus period was a 750-ms blank delay screen. The stimuli were an array of six357

oriented rectangles (each 20 x 60 pixels; 3◦ visual angle) that appeared within a 540 x 402358

pixel region centered on the screen. The spatial location of items was random, with the359

requirement that no item appear within a 100-pixel distance of any other item (measured360

from each item’s upper-leftmost point). On every trial, there were three red bars and three361

blue bars. Each bar could be one of four possible orientations: vertical, horizontal, tilted 45◦
362

right, or tilted 45◦ left. Orientations could repeat within a trial. In the neutral and precue363

trials, the stimuli were followed by a 4,000-ms blank delay screen. In the retrocue trials, the364

cue (red or blue) appeared after 1,750 ms and stayed on-screen for 250 ms. There was then365

another 2,000 ms blank delay screen. See Figure 3 for a visualization of the trial sequences.366

At test, the items reappeared. One bar had a white dot on it. The participant’s task was to367

decide whether that bar was the same orientation or a different orientation as it had been368

during the first presentation of the array. Participants pressed a key marked “S” to indicate369

same or a key marked “D” to indicate different (the F and J keys on the keyboard,370

respectively). The next trial immediately began after participants made their response.371
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Participants completed 5 practice trials of each trial type. They then completed 126372

experimental trials (42 of each trial type). Thought probes followed 16 randomly-sampled373

trials. This task took about 25 minutes to complete. Accuracy across the three trial types374

showed a high level of internal consistency (α = 0.87), so we felt comfortable collapsing375

across trial types to obtain a single accuracy measure for the task. K scores also highly376

correlated with the raw accuracy measure (r = 0.79).377

Letter change-detection.378

In this task, participants were required to remember the identities of letters that379

appeared in six fixed spatial locations. Each trial began with a 2-s fixation screen upon380

which a black fixation cross was centered on a light grey background. The stimuli were six381

randomly-sampled consonants. Letters did not repeat within a trial. The stimuli always382

appeared in the same six spatial locations, spaced equally around an invisible circle. In this383

task the pre- and retrocues highlighted three locations by flashing a black box around them.384

At test, the items reappeared. One letter was outlined by a black box. The participant’s task385

was to decide whether that letter was the same letter or a different letter as it had been386

during the first presentation of the array. Participants pressed a key marked “S” to indicate387

same or key marked “D” to indicate different (the F and J keys on the keyboard,388

respectively). The next trial immediately began after participants made their response.389

Participants completed 5 practice trials of each trial type first (neutral, precue, then390

retrocue). They then completed 126 experimental trials (42 of each trial type). Thought391

probes followed 16 randomly-sampled trials. This task took about 25 minutes to complete.392

See Figure 4 for a visualization of the task sequences. Performance across the three393

trial-types showed a high-level of internal consistency (α = 0.86), so we were comfortable394

collapsing across trial types for a single accuracy measure. K scores for the task also showed395

a high correlation with raw accuracy (r = 0.82).396
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Thought probes. In order to measure tendencies to experience attentional lapses,397

we included thought probes in the color, orientation, and letter change-detection tasks. The398

thought probes asked participants, “What were you thinking about just prior to when this399

screen appeared?” The screen had five response options: 1) I was totally focused on the400

current task, 2) I was thinking about my performance on the task or how long it is taking, 3)401

I was distracted by sights/sounds around me or by physical sensations (e.g., hungry/thirsty),402

4) I was thinking about things unrelated to the task (i.e., mind-wandering), 5) I wasn’t403

thinking about anything/my mind was blank. Participants were instructed to press the key404

that best described their preceding thoughts. During the instructions to the tasks,405

participants were told that it is perfectly normal to mind-wander, zone out, or get distracted406

from time to time on tasks like these, and that they should answer the questions honestly407

and accurately. For the correlational analyses, we summed reports of mind-wandering,408

external distraction, and mind-blanking and divided by 16 (the total number of probes) into409

a lapse rate variable.410

Complex span.411

Operation span.412

In this task, participants solved a series of math operations while trying to remember a413

set of unrelated letters (Unsworth et al., 2005). Participants were required to solve a math414

operation, and after solving the operation, they were presented with a letter for 1 s.415

Immediately after the letter was presented the next operation was presented. At recall416

participants were asked to recall letters from the current set in the correct order by clicking417

on the appropriate letters. For all of the span measures, items were scored correct if the item418

was recalled correctly from the current list in the correct serial position. Participants were419

given practice on the operations and letter recall tasks only, as well as two practice lists of420

the complex, combined task. List length varied randomly from three to seven items, and421

there were two lists of each length for a total possible score of 50. The score was total422
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number of correctly recalled items in the correct serial position. The task took about 12 min423

to complete.424

Symmetry span.425

Participants recalled sequences of red squares within a matrix while performing a426

symmetry-judgment task (Unsworth, Redick, Heitz, Broadway, & Engle, 2009). In the427

symmetry-judgment task, participants were shown an 8 X 8 matrix with some squares filled428

in black. Participants decided whether the design was symmetrical about its vertical axis.429

The pattern was symmetrical half of the time. Immediately after determining whether the430

pattern was symmetrical, participants were presented with a 4 X 4 matrix with one of the431

cells filled in red for 650 ms. At recall, participants recalled the sequence of red-square432

locations by clicking on the cells of an empty matrix. Participants were given practice on the433

symmetry-judgment and square recall task as well as two practice lists of the combined task.434

List length varied randomly from two to five items, and there were two lists of each length435

for a total possible score of 28. The task took about 10 min to complete.436

Reading span.437

While trying to remember an unrelated set of letters, participants were required to438

read a sentence and indicated whether or not it made sense (Unsworth et al., 2009). Half of439

the sentences made sense, while the other half did not. Nonsense sentences were created by440

changing one word in an otherwise normal sentence. After participants gave their response,441

they were presented with a letter for 1 s. At recall, participants were asked to recall letters442

from the current set in the correct order by clicking on the appropriate letters. Participants443

were given practice on the sentence judgment task and the letter recall task, as well as two444

practice lists of the combined task. List length varied randomly from three to seven items,445

and there were two lists of each length for a total possible score of 50. We used the same446

scoring procedure as we used in the operation span and symmetry span tasks. The task took447
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about 12 min to complete.448

Pupillometry449

A Tobii T-1750 eye-tracker continuously recorded pupil diameter and gaze position450

from both eyes at 60 Hz during the three change-detection tasks. Participants sat with head451

position fixed in a chinrest positioned 60 cm from the screen. Participants completed the452

complex span tasks on a separate computer in the same room. The only light in the room453

came from the light produced by the two computer monitors. Because we did not have any a454

priori predictions regarding eye-movements, we did not restrict eye movement other than455

instructing participants to bring their eyes to fixation during the fixation screens, and we did456

not analyze eye movements.457

To obtain the primary dependent variable of pretrial pupil diameter, we first averaged458

pupil diameter across the right and left eyes. Then, we computed the average of this value459

across the 2-s fixation period for each trial. Missing data due to blinks and off-screen460

fixations were linearly interpolated unless all data points were missing for the trial. In that461

case, we excluded that trial from the analyses. If a participant was missing more than 50%462

of trials for a task, we excuded pupil data from that task from the analyses. Prior463

examinations have also examined phasic (task-evoked) pupillary responses (Robison &464

Unsworth, 2019; Unsworth & Robison, 2015, 2017b, 2018). But because the pre- and465

retrocueing trial types produced substantially different task-evoked pupil diameters with466

luminance confounds, and because participants made eye movements due to the spatial cues467

we restricted our analysis in the present study to pretrial (i.e., tonic) pupil diameter.[ˆ1]468

We only included eye-tracking during the change-detection tasks for several reasons.469

First, these tasks have a relatively simple fixation-stimulus-delay-response sequence, allowing470

for a more straightforward analysis of pretrial pupil diameter and trial-to-trial changes471
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therein. The complex span tasks have a rather complicated sequence of stimulus encoding472

periods, distractor task periods, and response screens, providing fewer “trials” within which473

we could examine moment-to-moment changes in arousal. However we included both474

change-detection and complex span measures to generate a rather general estimate of WMC.475

We alternated between the change-detection and complex span tasks to give participants a476

break from being seated in the chinrest.477

Data analysis478

We used R (R Core Team, 2017) for all our analyses. Pupillometry data were479

aggregated offline to the level of analysis. We used several packages for data aggregation and480

analysis, including the tidyverse (Wickham, 2017), data.table (Dowle & Srinivasan, 2018),481

and zoo (Zeileis & Grothendieck, 2005) packages. Latent variable models were fit using482

lavaan (Rosseel, 2012). The manuscript was written in R Markdown using the papaja483

package (Aust & Barth, 2018). All analysis scripts, data, and the script used to write the484

manuscript can be found on the Open Science Framework at the following url:485

https://osf.io/rhwqs/.486

We screened the data for outliers by excluding any data points that fell outside +/- 3487

standard deviations of the mean. These data points were treated as missing in the488

descriptives, correlations, and factor analyses. One participant was removed listwise because489

the fire alarm sounded several times during their experimental session. A relatively larger490

number of participants are missing data for the Reading Span task because this task came491

last in the session and some participants ran out of time before reaching this task. This492

occurred for several reasons (e.g., arriving to the session late, taking longer than average to493

complete each task).494

https://osf.io/rhwqs/
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Results495

Table 2 lists descriptive statistics, and Table 3 lists zero-order correlations among all496

dependent measures. All measures were rather normally distributed (Kline, 2015) and had497

acceptable reliabilities. To estimate reliability for data from the visual arrays tasks, we used498

a Spearman-Brown split-half correlation. For the complex span tasks, we estimated a499

Cronbach’s alpha from average number correct on each set size.500

In the following set of analyses, we specify several latent variable analyses to examine501

relationships among WMC, attentional lapse rate, and pupillary measures for average502

arousal and intraindividual variability in arousal. First, in a confirmatory factor analysis, we503

allowed the three complex span tasks to load onto a factor, the three visual arrays tasks to504

load onto a factor, mean pretrial pupil diameter from the three visual arrays tasks to load505

onto a factor, variability in pretrial pupil diameter from the visual arrays tasks to load onto506

a factor, and lapse rate from the visual arrays tasks to load onto a factor. The model fit the507

data well (χ2(80) = 159.49, CFI = 0.96, NNFI = 0.95, RMSEA = 0.07, SRMR = 0.04)1,2508

and is shown visually in Figure 5. Several aspects of the model are notable. First, the509

complex span and visual arrays factors correlated, replicating prior research (Shipstead et al.,510

2014; Unsworth et al., 2014). However these factors shared only about 31% of their variance.511

So while the complex span tasks and the visual arrays tasks tapped into some overlapping512

sources of variance, they also require some rather different abilities, as well. Second, the513

measures for mean pretrial pupil diameter and variability (CoV) in pretrial pupil diameter514

loaded well onto their respective factors. This suggests that there is a task-general source of515

variance in these measures. Third, the complex span and visual arrays factors both516

1 CFI = comparative fit index, NNFI = non-normed fit index, RMSEA = root mean squared error of

approximation, SRMR = standardized root mean residual.

2 The pattern of correlations among factors is largely the same when using k as the manifest variable for the

change-detection tasks rather than raw accuracy.
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negatively correlated with the Lapses factor. Thus people with higher WMC reported a517

lower rate of attentional lapses. Third, the mean pretrial pupil factor negatively correlated518

with the Lapses factor, suggesting people with higher overall arousal reported a lower rate of519

attentional lapses, consistent with a hypoarousal account. But this factor did not520

significantly correlate with either WM factor. Finally, the CoV pupil factor positively521

correlated with the Lapse factor and negatively correlated with the visual arrays factor. But522

it did not significantly correlate with the complex span factor. The fact that the visual523

arrays and CoV factors negatively correlated is consistent with the dysregulation account.524

However the fact that the CoV and complex span factors did not correlate is inconsistent525

with this account, and does not replicate prior research (Unsworth & Robison, 2017b).3526

In the LC-NE account of individual differences in WMC and attention control,527

Unsworth and Robison argue that dysregulation of arousal manifests as attentional lapses528

that cause poor cognitive performance. To test this account, we specified two structural529

equation models in which dysregulation of arousal (pretrial pupil CoV) and low arousal530

(mean pretrial pupil diameter) predict attentional lapses, which predicts visual array WM.531

Mean pupil and pupil CoV were allowed to have both direct and indirect effects on WMC.532

We specified separate models for complex span and visual arrays. The models are depicted in533

Figures 6 and 7. CoV had a direct effect on visual arrays, but only a marginally significant534

indirect effect through lapses (b = -.07, p = .05). Thus, attentional lapse rate only partially535

mediated the relation between arousal variability and visual arrays. Neither the direct effect536

of mean pupil diameter nor the indirect effect through lapses on visual arrays were537

3 Whereas Unsworth and Robison (2017b) used standard deviation as their measure of intraindividual

variability in pretrial pupil diameter, we used coefficient of variation in the present study. Standard deviation

and coefficient of variation are highly correlated measures (color: r = 0.86, orientation: r = 0.87, letter: r =

0.88). If used in the latent variable analysis, the pattern of correlations remains the same, but the correlation

between mean pretrial pupil diamater and standard deviation of pretrial pupil diameter switches sign from

negative to positive.
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significant. Collectively lapses, mean pretrial pupil diameter and variability in pretrial pupil538

diameter accounted for 27% of the variance in visual arrays performance. In the model539

predicting complex span (Figure 4), none of the direct or indirect effects were significant,540

and collectively, the predictors only accounted for 3% of the variance in complex span541

performance.542

Whereas Unsworth and Robison (2017b) used standard deviation as their measure of543

intraindividual variability in pretrial pupil diameter, we used coefficient of variation in the544

present study. Standard deviation and coefficient of variation are highly correlated measures545

(color: r = 0.86, orientation: r = 0.87, letter: r = 0.88). If used in the latent variable546

analysis, the pattern of correlations remains the same, but the correlation between mean547

pretrial pupil diamater and standard deviation of pretrial pupil diameter switches sign from548

negative to positive.549

Blink rate and eye movements550

We additionally addressed two potential reason for relations among variability in551

pretrial pupil diameter, visual arrays performance, and lapse rate. Specifically, it is possible552

that variability in pupil diameter is caused by individual differences in blink rate or eye553

movements.4 Thus, variability in pupil diameter may not be due to variation in arousal, but554

rather to the degree to which people move their eyes and blink during the tasks, both of555

which can affect pupillometry (Mathôt, Fabius, Van Heusden, & Van der Stigchel, 2018). To556

examine this possibility, we computed eye blink rate and fixation instability measure for each557

task. We categorized blinks as any period of data for which pupil diameter and gaze position558

for both eyes were missing for a time period of 100 to 500 ms (Jongkees & Colzato, 2016;559

Peckham & Johnson, 2016; Smilek, Carriere, & Cheyne, 2010; Unsworth, Robison, & Miller,560

2019). We summed the number of blinks and divided by the task duration (in minutes) to561

4 We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing us to this potential confound.
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compute a blink rate variable for each participant. For fixation instability we used562

intraindividual variability in gaze deviation from the center of the screen. Specifically, for563

each participant, we computed the instantaneous deviation from fixation using the x- and564

y-coordinates of the right eye’s gaze position at each sample. Then, we computed the565

standard deviation of these values across the 2,000-ms fixation screen (higher standard566

deviation = greater fixation instability). We averaged this value across trials for each567

participant for each task. Then, we specified a confirmatory factor analysis similar to that in568

Figure 5, but we added factors for blink rate and fixation instability. We allowed blinks from569

the color, orientation, and letter change-detection tasks to load onto a Blink Rate factor, and570

we allowed fixation instability estimates from those tasks to load on a Fixation Instability571

factor. We allowed these factors to correlate with the other factors in the model.572

The model fit the data well (χ2(168) = 337.45, CFI = 0.94, NNFI = 0.92, RMSEA =573

0.07, SRMR = 0.05). Neither the blink rate factor nor the fixation instability factor574

correlated significantly with the pupil variability factor (see Table 4). Thus, it did not575

appear that one of these factors was driving the relations among visual arrays performnce,576

arousal variability, and lapse rate. But interestingly, the blink rate and fixation instability577

factors did significantly correlate with some other factors in the model. For example, blink578

rate positively correlated with visual arrays (r = .28) and negatively correlated with lapse579

rate (r = -.25). This suggests that people who blinked more often had higher estimates of580

visual working memory and reported fewer instances of task-unrelated thoughts. This is not581

a pattern that we predicted, but it begs replication and future investigation. Fixation582

instability also correlated with some of the other factors. It negatively correlated with both583

complex span (r = -.21) and visual arrays (r = -.50), and it positively correlated with lapse584

rate (r = .25). Thus people whose eyes tended to stray from fixation during the fixation585

screen tended to show lower working memory capacity and more attentional lapses.586

Although we did not predict this pattern, this finding is consistent with prior research that587

has suggested that fixation stability might be an indicator of poor attention control (Munoz,588
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Armstrong, Hampton, & Moore, 2003; Unsworth et al., 2019). These findings were589

exploratory, and not the purpose of the present paper. But they offer interesting questions590

for future work.591

Discussion592

Recently, Unsworth and Robison (2017a) proposed a theory that one underlying source593

of variation that leads to individual differences in WMC is the relative functioning of the594

LC-NE system. They theorized that when this system breaks down, people have a tendency595

to fluctuate between states of arousal more readily, which can cause attentional lapses and596

poor cognitive performance. Unsworth and Robison identified three potential mechanisms by597

which dysfunction of the LC-NE system could impact arousal and thus cognitive598

performance. The first is hypoarousal. It could be the case the low-WMC individuals are599

simply underaroused. If that were the case, people with low WMC should show smaller pupil600

diameters. Previously, Heitz et al. (2008) and Tsukahara et al. (2016) observed such a601

relationship. We did not observe that relationship in the present study. However, there was602

a significant negative correlation between attentional lapses and average pretrial pupil603

diameter, indicating that low-arousal participants did tend to experience more attentional604

lapses. Thus, there was one piece of evidence consistent with a hypoarousal hypothesis.605

The second potential mechanism is hyperarousal. One piece of evidence consistent with606

this hypothesis was the fact that mean pretrial pupil diameter negatively correlated with607

WMC in Unsworth and Robison’s (2017b) latent variable analysis. Thus, low-WMC608

participants tended to have higher arousal overall in that study. However we observed no609

evidence consistent with a hyperarousal hypothesis in the present study.610

The third potential mechanism is dysregulation of arousal. If low-WMC people611

experience more shifts between states of low, intermediate, and high arousal more readily,612
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then we should observe a negative correlation between intraindividual variability in pretrial613

pupil diameter and WMC and a positive correlation between intraindividual variability and614

attentional lapses. Here, we used the coefficient of variation (CoV) as a measure of615

intraindividual variability. Indeed, the CoV factor negatively correlated with a factor616

representing performance on the visual arrays task and positively correlated with an617

attentional lapses factor. However, the CoV factor did not correlate with the complex span618

factor. Therefore, we observed several pieces of evidence consistent dysregulation hypothesis,619

but the fact that complex span did not correlate with the arousal regulation factor was620

inconsistent with this account.621

In our final analysis, we tested one specific prediction of the LC-NE account of working622

memory and attention – that the regulation of arousal affects cognition via attentional lapses623

(Unsworth & Robison, 2017a). To do so, we specified two structural equation models in624

which attentional lapses were allowed to mediate the relations between the mean arousal and625

arousal dysregulation and WMC. Mean pretrial pupil diameter had neither a direct nor an626

indirect effect on either visual arrays or complex span factors. Thus, global arousal levels did627

little to explain variance in WMC. Dysregulation had a direct effect on the visual arrays628

factor, but not the complex span factor. Finally, the mediating effect of dysregulation on629

visual arrays via attentional lapses was not significant. Therefore, there was only partial630

support for that specific prediction.631

At the outset, we had hoped to bring more data to light regarding one yet-unanswered632

research question. Why do people differ so substantially in WMC? What are the633

physiological and neural mechanims by which the natural variation arises? To this end, we634

have made some strides. Prior work has examined the role of arousal regulation during635

measures of attention at the latent level (Unsworth & Robison, 2017b), and other studies636

have examined arousal regulation during working memory tasks at the single-task level637

(Robison & Unsworth, 2019; Unsworth & Robison, 2015, 2018). This study served as an638
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attempted replication and extension of the latent-variable approach taken by Unsworth and639

Robison (2017b) to examining relations among WMC, arousal regulation (measured via640

pupillometry), and attentional lapses. One weakness to this study is that we did not have641

any measures of higher-order cognition (e.g., reading comprehension, fluid intelligence) in642

order to test whether dysregulation of arousal also affects such abilities. In their study,643

Tsukahara et al. (2016) observed a relationship between fluid intelligence and baseline pupil644

size even after controlling for WMC and other potentially important variables (e.g., age,645

caffeine intake, sleep, etc.).646

One major difference between the present study and Tsukahara et al. (2016) is that647

here and in Unsworth and Robison (2017b), pupil diameter was measured via pretrial648

measurements inserted into tasks. Tsukahara et al. (2016) measured pupil diameter during a649

task-free, pre-experimental resting measurement. These are substantially different situations,650

and might account for why we did not observe an association between WMC and mean pupil651

diameter in the present study (but see Unsworth et al., 2019). In ongoing work, we are652

including both pre-experimental and pretrial measurements to see whether these two653

measures differentially correlate with cognitive abilities.654

Several our of findings replicate prior studies that have demonstrated relations among655

arousal dysregulation and performance in visual arrays tasks (Robison & Unsworth, 2019;656

Unsworth & Robison, 2015), and that arousal dysreglation correlates with the tendency to657

experience attentional lapses (Unsworth & Robison, 2017b). Therefore, arousal dysregulation658

rather reliably predicts both visual arrays working memory and the degree to which people659

experience lapses. However, we did not replicate the finding that measures of complex span660

WM correlate with measures of arousal dysregulation. Previously, Unsworth and Robison661

(2017b) observed this relationship. Here there were no significant associations between662

complex span WM and arousal regulation. There are several reasons why this could have663

been the case. First, Unsworth and Robison measured arousal during attention control664
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(psychomotor vigilance and Stroop) tasks. Here, we measured arousal during visual WM665

tasks. Perhaps the differences across these two contexts lead to differential demands on666

arousal regulation and substantially change the nature of the relation between WMC and667

arousal regulation. The visual arrays tasks have a repetitive stimulus-response (or668

stimulus-delay-response) structure that repeats over many trials. Whereas complex span669

tasks have a more complicated and less repetitive structure. It is possible that arousal670

regulation is more important for performance in situations that require consistent attention671

to a repetitive task. Another possibility is that visual arrays tasks, especially ones that add672

additional selectivity requirements like those in the present study, lean more heavily on an673

individual’s attentional system than their memory system (Martin, Tsukahara, Draheim,674

Mashburn, & Engle, 2019; M. K. Robison et al., 2018; M. K. Robison & Unsworth, 2017;675

Shipstead et al., 2015, 2014, 2012). If that is the case, than the present results largely676

replicate findings by Unsworth and Robison (2017b) that variability in arousal is an677

underlying difference that correlates with one’s ability to control their attention. This678

hypothesis will require future investigation. Second, the fact that we observed a relationship679

between arousal dysregulation and visual arrays performance, but not complex span, could680

be due to the fact that arousal regulation was measured during the visual arrays tasks.681

Therefore, there is shared method and temporal variance between these measures. However,682

the complex span and visual arrays tasks were completed during the same session and in683

alternating fashion. Therefore the extent to which temporal factors (e.g., alertness,684

motivation) affect arousal regulation, they should have affected visual arrays and complex685

span tasks about equally. We chose to measure arousal regulation during the visual arrays686

tasks because they provide more “trials” by which we can measure both mean arousal and687

variability in arousal. Complex span tasks are just that - complex - and they make the688

measurement of pupil diameter (i.e., arousal) considerably less straightforward. Thus it is689

still not entirely clear why arousal regulation should correlate with visual arrays task690

performance, but less so with complex span task performance. We are currently following up691
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on this finding in ongoing research.692

Earlier, we noted that one influential theory regarding the cause of individual693

differences in WMC is differential functioning of the DLPFC (Kane & Engle, 2002). We694

should note that it is possible that this is indeed a source of variation. While we posit a695

different mechanism – arousal dysregulation via differential LC-NE functioning – these696

mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. We cannot rule out that individuals who experience697

more variability in arousal do not also have relatively weaker DLPFC functioning. It could698

also be the case that some people have relatively low WMC because of poor arousal699

regulation, whereas others have low WMC because of poor DLPFC functioning. With the700

present data, we cannot specifically address the DLPFC theory. But because we know there701

are physiological links between pupil diameter and LC-NE functioning, we can be relatively702

certain that the inter- and intraindividual variability in pupillary measures indexes, to a703

reasonable extent, differential activity of the LC-NE system. It is also the case that NE is704

not the only neuromodulator that affects cognition. Indeed, other systems likely work in705

concert with the LC-NE system (e.g., the dopaminergic and cholinergic systems) to give rise706

to the complex set of computations required in any situation that places demands on707

working memory and attention (Cools & D’Esposito, 2011; Sara, 2009; Sarter, Givens, &708

Bruno, 2001; Sawaguchi & Goldman-Rakic, 1991).709

Although it was not an aim of the present study at the outset, an anonymous reviewer710

suggested we examine whether other individual differences (eye blink rate, fixation711

instability) might be driving the correlations we observed with pupil diameter. Both blinking712

and eye movements can affect pupillometry, so this is a valid concern (Mathôt et al., 2018).713

Therefore, we computed an eye blink rate measure for each task, as well as a measure of714

fixation instability. Interestingly, we were able to specify factors for these measures at the715

latent level, indicating there is some degree of trait stability to the measures. But neither the716

blink rate factor nor the fixation instability factor significantly correlated with the pupil717
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variability factor. Therefore, we do not believe these other factors were driving our findings.718

However, we did observe some significant correlations among eye blink rate, fixation719

instability, and the other factors. Specifically, eye blink rate positively correlated with visual720

arrays performance, whereas fixation instability negatively correlated with visual arrays. Eye721

blink rate and fixation instability also correlated with lapse rate, but in opposite directions.722

People who reported more attentional lapses tended to blink less often but have more723

fixation instability. Eye blink rate and fixation instability did not significantly correlate.724

It is important to note that we did not predict these patterns, and these analyses were725

completed in an exploratory manner. But they are consistent with some prior work. For726

example, prior studies have shown that fixation instability is higher among individuals with727

poor attention control (Unsworth et al., 2019), individuals with attention728

deficit-hyperactivity disorder (Munoz et al., 2003), autism spectrum disorders (Shirama,729

Kanai, Kato, & Kashino, 2016), schizophrenia and obsessive-compulsive disorders (Barton,730

Pandita, Thakkar, Goff, & Manoach, 2008; Benson et al., 2012; Damilou, Apostolakis,731

Thrapsanioti, Theleritis, & Smyrnis, 2016), individuals high in trait anxiety (Laretzaki et al.,732

2011), and individuals low in intelligence (Smyrnis et al., 2004). Thus, if fixation instability733

is a rather general indicator of poor cognitive control, that would be consistent with our734

observation that it negatively correlates with working memory capacity and positively with735

attentional lapses. It has also been suggested that eye blink rate can be used as an indirect736

measure of activity in the dopaminergic system (Colzato, Wildenberg, Wouwe, Pannebakker,737

& Hommel, 2009; Jongkees & Colzato, 2016; Peckham & Johnson, 2016), and dopamine has738

been implicated in the regulation of working memory (e.g., Sawaguchi & Goldman-Rakic,739

1991; Braver & Cohen, 2000; Cools & D’Esposito, 2011). Previously, Unsworth et al. (2019)740

did not find any relations between spontaneous eye blink rate and working memory capacity741

or attention control abilities. However their study used spontaneous eye blink rate during a742

pre-experimental resting period, whereas these measures came within the context of a743

working memory task. If the relation between blink rate and task performance can be744
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replicated, and there is reason to believe eye blink rate is an indirect yet valid measure of745

dopaminergic system activity, this opens doors for future research combining pupillometry746

and blink rate to study the shared and unique influences of the dopaminergic and747

noradrenergic systems on individual differences in working memory capacity.748

Conclusion749

We sought to test whether three different mechanisms would account for individual750

differences in working memory capacity and the ability to resist attentional lapses. However751

found only mixed evidence for the two of the mechanisms (hypoarousal and arousal752

dysregulation). Three major pieces of evidence were consistent with an arousal dysregulation753

account: people who demonstrated lower visual arrays performance showed more arousal754

dysregulation, 2) people who self-reported more attentional lapses showed more arousal755

dysregulation, and 3) people who self-reported more attentional lapses demonstrated lower756

visual arrays performance and lower complex span performance. These are all predictions757

made by Unsworth and Robison (2017a) in their LC-NE theory of working memory and758

attention control. However one piece of evidence was lacking in the current study. Complex759

span performance did not correlate with arousal regulation, as it did in one prior study760

Unsworth and Robison (2017b). Despite a moderate latent correlation between complex span761

and visual arrays in a factor analysis (r = .56), they showed different correlations with an762

arousal regulation factor. Thus, future research will necessary to further delineate the nature763

of individual differences in various cognitive abilities and how they are impacted by arousal,764

and under what situations arousal regulation is most important for optimal cognitive765

performance.766
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Table 1

Theoretical mechanisms and their empirical predictions

Mechanism Prediction

Hypoarousal Average pretrial pupil diameter will positively correlate with WMC

and negatively correlate with attentional lapses.

Hyperarousal Average pretrial pupil diameter will negatively correlate with WMC

and positively correlate with attentional lapses.

Dysregulation Variability (CoV) in pretrial pupil diameter will negatively correlate

with WMC and positively correlate with attentional lapses.
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Table 2

Descriptive statistics

N Mean SD Skew Kurtosis Reliability

Operation span 212 35.42 9.56 -0.68 0.07 0.75

Symmetry span 209 18.43 5.86 -0.61 0.14 0.71

Reading span 194 34.48 9.12 -0.76 0.20 0.73

Accuracy - color 213 0.77 0.12 -0.85 0.20 0.91

Accuracy - orientation 208 0.72 0.12 -0.28 -0.75 0.89

Accuracy - letter 203 0.71 0.12 -0.34 -0.79 0.89

Mean pretrial pupil diameter - color 193 4.68 0.68 0.26 -0.48 1.00

Mean pretrial pupil diameter - orientation 178 4.58 0.70 0.22 -0.53 1.00

Mean pretrial pupil diameter - letter 180 4.62 0.69 0.28 -0.34 1.00

CoV pretrial pupil diameter - color 192 0.07 0.02 0.68 0.29 0.92

CoV pretrial pupil diameter - orientation 177 0.08 0.02 0.61 -0.14 0.93

CoV pretrial pupil diameter - letter 179 0.08 0.02 0.46 -0.12 0.93

Lapse rate - color 213 0.39 0.22 0.51 -0.32 NA

Lapse rate - orientation 208 0.46 0.29 0.31 -1.13 NA

Lapse rate - letter 203 0.42 0.31 0.42 -1.07 NA

Note. SD = standard deviation, CoV = coefficient of variation. Pupil diameter is in units of

millimeters.
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Table 4

Interfactor correlations for model including blink rate and fixation

instability

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Complex span –

2. Visual arrays .56* –

3. Pupil mean .02 .03 –

4. Pupil CoV -.08 -.33* -.26* –

5. Lapse rate -.21* -.44* -.20* .21* –

6. Blink rate -.04 .28* -.07 -.13 -.25* –

7. Fixation instability -.21* -.50* .16 .12 .25* -.11

Note. CoV = coefficient of variation.
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Figure 1 . Three potential mechanisms by which individual differences in working memory

capacity (WMC) could be associated with arousal. Low-WMC participants could A) be

chronically hypoaroused, B) be chronically hyperaroused, or C) experience more volatility in

arousal.
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Figure 2 . Trial sequences for three trial types of color change-detection task. Top row shows

neutral trials, middle row shows precue trials, bottom row shows retrocue trials. Note: figure

is drawn for illustrative purposes and not precisely to scale.

Figure 3 . Trial sequences for orientation change-detection task. Top row shows neutral trials,

middle row shows precue trials, bottom row shows retrocue trials. Note: figure is drawn for

illustrative purposes and not precisely to scale.
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Figure 4 . Trial sequences for letter change-detection task. Top row shows neutral trials,

middle row shows precue trials, bottom row shows retrocue trials. Note: figure is drawn for

illustrative purposes and not precisely to scale.
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Figure 5 . Confirmatory factor analysis with working memory capacity, mean pretrial pupil,

CoV of pretrial pupil, and lapse factors. Solid lines indicate significant paths at p < .05.

Dotted lines indicate non-significant paths.
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Figure 6 . Structural equation model testing the mediating effect of attentional lapses between

arousal (Mean pupil) arousal dysregulation (CoV pupil) and working memory capacity

estimates from visual arrays tasks. Solid lines represent significant paths at p < .05. Dotted

lines indicate non-significant paths.

Figure 7 . Structural equation model testing the mediating effect of attentional lapses between

arousal (Mean pupil) arousal dysregulation (CoV pupil) and working memory capacity

estimates from complex span tasks. Solid lines represent significant paths at p < .05. Dotted

lines indicate non-significant paths.
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